
THEME AND TITLES
Choosing a theme for your escape room project.

In the space provided below think of 6 themes that you think will be good for 
your escape room project. When you are finished rank them 1 to 6 for where 1 is 

best and 6 as worst. The lower the number the better the theme. 

Theme Space Audience Popular Existing Easy to 
Build

Use the scores to help you decide which theme you want for your next project.  
When you’ve selected the theme start working on the title for your room. List your 

possible titles below.  Score titles like you  did Themes above.

Title Recognition Intrigue Fun Easy to 
Remember



Number puzzle:
Collaboration puzzle:
Cooperation puzzle: 
Visual puzzle:
Logic puzzle:
Riddle: 
Word puzzles: 
Light puzzle: 
Maze:
Fill in the Blank puzzle:
Mechanical puzzle:
Cypher:
Picture puzzle:
Placement puzzle:
Audio puzzle:
Touch puzzle:
Search puzzle:
Measurement puzzle: 
Sequence puzzle:
Timing puzzle:
Speed puzzle:
Accuracy puzzle:
Knowledge puzzle:
Reflection puzzle:
Assembly Puzzle:

PUZZLE TYPE LIST
Use this list of puzzle types to help you. Put your puzzle ideas in the right-hand 

column. Use the bottom rows for any types not listed. 



PUZZLE IDEA 
WORKSHEET

This worksheet is to help you build your ideas into a puzzle. Fill out the sheet 
with as much detail as you can.

Draw a picture or diagram of your puzzle idea.

Puzzle Name

Puzzle Type

Description:



PUZZLE FLOW WORKSHEET 1
List and rate the puzzles for your escape room. How many 

stars would you give each aspect of the puzzle?

Puzzle Fun Thematic Difficulty Average 
Duration

Easy to 
Build



PUZZLE FLOW WORKSHEET 2

Puzzle Name

Puzzle Type

Write the clues that will lead the players to the puzzle.

Clue 1:

Clue 2:

Write the solution to the puzzle.

Solution:

What is the reveal and how will it be revealed?

Reveal:
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